Adaptiv Routing
Exploring Adaptiv Routing, this brochure
should be read in conjunction with the Adaptiv
General Product brochure.

Adaptiv provides a centralised
management platform for loading rates
that are translated into route
information. Using this information,
calls are completed through the
network using different vendor
equipment.
Adaptiv uses ENUM, a lightweight DNSbased protocol, ideal for high query rate
implementations while significantly
outperforming SIP re-direct servers.

Precedence overrides the base LCR and
establishes new routing using the
original rate sheets, but with new rules.
Carriers and regions can be promoted,
demoted or even blocked.

Depending on the device, Adaptiv can
also route files based on priority values
or prefixes.
All call routes are based on a Least Cost
Routing (LCR) algorithm, a simple and
effective way to ensure calls complete
to the least expensive carrier,
maximising call margins.
Cheaper routes do not always translate
into completed calls, so Precedence
Override allows you to alter the LCR
algorithm manually, based on external
circumstances.

These rules are maintained across rate
sheet loads and are applied after LCR
has been calculated.

Lossless-LCR protects routing margins
by analysing incoming routes against
outgoing routes for all ingress and
egress carriers, so you can see where
possible revenue loss may occur, letting
you block any unprofitable calls.
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Multi-layered-LCR is an advanced LCR,
differentiating the LCR algorithm based
on the origin of the call, letting you
tailor your service to each buyer on a
case-by-case basis.

Using ENUM as the routing query
protocol, Adaptiv is able to offer a crossplatform, lightweight routing solution
with network wide LCR.

Why Use Adaptiv?
Adaptiv is a flexible, simple and modern
routing product that provides routes to
single or multiple devices in the
network, without locking you into a
single vendor.
ML-LCR provides the best possible
margin to call completion ratio, taking
into account factors such as quality and
reliability of the carrier.

Using ENUM, a lightweight routing
protocol, Adaptiv offers a scalable, high
call volume routing solution, without
the need for expensive centralised
softswitch architectures.

Network-wide LCR (NW-LCR) is
unique to Adaptiv, enabling a carrier to
use all available voice routing
equipment to complete calls with a
single route management platform.
NW-LCR has the advantage of using
multiple paths, regardless of the
equipment and the physical location.

Contact: info@ivstel.com or visit our website on http://www.ivstel.com/adaptiv
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